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 BAKSO SANG JUARA is a culinary based business which prioritizes the original taste 
of Indonesian food and currently has 2 branches in July 2019. I would like to bring ”Bakso Sang 
Juara” into the reality where indonesian cuisine can be both taste as good as traditional and 
western cuisine. I’m expecting that, indonesian cuisine will show it existences around the world 
with the presence of “Bakso Sang Juara”. Why Bakso Sang Juara? The first reason would 
obviously related to price. Bakso sang juara has an affordable price which fit to all societies. 
Recently, we are  mainly targeted college student who are mostly spending their times of 
deciding what would they have for lunch or even dinner with a good taste and affordable price. 
The next reason is Bakso Sang Juara 100% made from the best processed and safe ingredients. 
The last but not least and most important is Bakso Sang Juara is free from preservatives and can 
be safely consumable. As far as we concerned we have been getting a good feedback from 
customers and all societies and we’re expecting to gain more trust from the customers and 
achieve our main goals to present Bakso Sang Juara Internationally. Beehive also support us to 
try develop our business until now with representatives from Binus University as Beehive 
partners. Beehive have an great project for us a startup business who need most mentorship and 
then need networking for can sustain our business in a coming years ahead. I hope Beehive can 
always have an project like this every year who can makes startup business reach the goals. 
Thank you for Beehive for always support us anything. Thank you so much. See you again in the 
other opportunity. 

 


